The Tube Amp Book Deluxe Revised Edition
tube amplifier debugging page - trinity amps - about how your particular amp might go bad. you can
spend some time swapping in a tube known to have a bad section 1 and seeing what it does; a bad section 2
to see what controls work and how, a known microphonic tube, a hissy, noisy tube, etc. you'll be amazed at
how quickly you learn this stuff, and what you remember when your amp dies on stage. tube guitar
amplifier oscilloscope diagnosis overview - tube guitar amplifier oscilloscope diagnosis 1/10/2014 7
diagnostic tests plate-to-grid this is the single most useful and important test of them all. this is where you
watch the 2.5khz sine wave (from our signal generator) move from one stage of the amp to the next. music
and engineering: amplifier basics and vacuum tubes - • tube diodes work the same as solid state diodes
– current only flows when the anode (or plate in vacuum tube terminology) is has a positive voltage relative to
the cathode – in most rectification circuits the plate is attached to the power transformer and the cathode to
the dc power supply section (see handouts for schematics) tube guitar amp troubleshooting - rob
robinette - tube guitar amp troubleshooting here's my technique for troubleshooting a tube guitar amplifier.
many of these techniques apply to solid state amps too. if you are turning on a new build amp for the first time
i recommend you use a light bulb current limiter and follow the paul ruby first power up procedure. following it
will minimize damage ... new push-pull tube amplifiers - in each amplifier, anode a1 of the upper tube b3 is
connected to the upper tag 5 (yellow) of the output transformer. this is indicated in the first row of table 2. in
each amp, anode a2 of the lower tube b4 is connected to the lower tag 1 (green) of the output transformer.
this is indicated in the lowest row of table 2. featuring the ax84 p1-extreme amplifier - introduction to
tube amplifier theory: 10.02.15 featuring the ax84 p1-extreme amplifier by david sorlien, revised and updated
by stephen keller the p1ex amplifier is a simple threestage vacuum tube electric guitar amplifier. as outlined in
fig. 1, it consists of two preamp stages driving a power amp stage. single-ended tube-based guitar
amplifier - cal poly - the so-called “soft distortion” that even the simplest of tube amplifiers exhibit. despite
their best replication efforts, the consensus among performing and studio musicians remains that there is no
substitute for a well-designed tube amp. being a guitarist who shares that opinion, i chose to design a tube
amp of my own. olcircuits tube cricket build guide - tube cricket build guide . the tube cricket is a smallwattage amp that puts out about 1 watt of audio power. with a 12au7 tube-preamp and a jrc386 power amp,
the tube cricket gives you great tone in a compact package, and is great for practicing or low wattage
shredding. this build guide shows you how to build your own tube cricket. amp builder's guide - trinity
amps - with tube amplification, and there are many reasons why tube and solid state amplifiers behave
differently. quite simply, if players prefer the sound of tubes, they will continue to buy and use them. below are
some fundamentals. input impedance typically 1m, 500k minimum (humbucking pickup modifying preamp
circuitry - ratcliffe - modifying preamp circuitry page 1 this is a great dissertation on how to modify and
change guitar amp preamp circuits to your liking. i don't remember where i found this on the internet; i've had
it for several years. hybrid tube amp design - gregory charvat - cable smooth and warm tube sound for
movie soundtracks. in addition, vacuum tube power amplifiers are capable of pro-ducing high-peak power,
accurately repro-ducing the most hair-raising action scenes. this is the first of a two-part series on how to build
a vacuum tube home the-ater system. in this article, i will describe a tube primer for guitar and bass
players - going to turn it into a tube amp, think again. it may give you everything you are looking for, and that
may be just what you wanted, tube or no tube. my personal favorite or most impressive amplifiers being a big
fan of aspen pittman’s “the tube amp book” for almost two decades, one of the first sections of the book that
caught my caution - tube amp doctor - pc value for achieving the appropriate current of 25-30ma for this
amp. 5. the second way to get the right current for the amp is by adjusting the bias. we highly recommend
leaving this kind of work to persons who are familiar with tube amps. again: tube amps carry high voltages
that can be deadly! 7.
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